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predominantly used for closed wounds and those used for
open wounds. The latter may be combined with wet applica-
tions (for example, Eusol or hydrogen peroxide) or have a
"dry" pre-impregnation (for example, soft paraffin). A survey
of use showed a wide variety of both kinds throughout an
unspecified number of hospitals in Europe, with not un-
expectedly gauze predominating for closed wounds and dry
dressings for exudative wounds. Turner next went on to
match the products in common use to need, particularly
absorption. In his view, gauze performs poorly and is abrasive
to the open wound, as are the many composite materials, which
all stem from the remarkable invention of Joseph Gamgee.
The more complicated modern dressing incorporates non-
adherent film, which, though it leads to greater comfort for the
patient, has not solved the problems of inadequate absorptive
capacity and therefore "strike-through," loss of the non-
adherent surface, fibre shedding into the wound, inadequate
moulding to the body surface, and illogical sizes.
What we need is a new dressing that has a stable, non-

adherent contact layer which allows a humidity gradient as well
as gas exchange and a better absorptive mass superficially. A
flexible pad of viscose fibres with a heat-bonded polyethylene
surface seems to be the best approach and is under develop-
ment. If dressing technology could be rationalised and
simplified by such a material much time and money could be
saved in our hard-pressed Health Service.

1 Turner, T D, Pharmaceutical3journal, 1979, 222, 421.

Bronchopulmonary lavage
Bronchopulmonary lavage has been used for more than ten
years in specialist centres treating chronic lung diseases, and
interest in the technique is now growing rapidly. In pulmonary
alveolar proteinosis, for example, the technique of bronchial
lavagel is to isolate the two lungs by a double-lumen tracheo-
bronchial catheter, and to anaesthetise, ventilate, and oxygen-
ate the patient through one channel while using the other to
wash out the opposite lung with buffered normal saline at body
temperature. After ventilation with 100% oxygen for 10
minutes has "denitrogenised" the lung its complete functional
residual capacity may be replaced by the saline as the oxygen is
absorbed. Thereafter, amounts of saline equivalent to the tidal
volume are repeatedly exchanged by gravity up to a total of 20
litres. Large quantities of lipid-rich proteinaceous material and
cellular debris are removed with the effluent. The procedure
may then be repeated a few days later on the other lung.
Though more than one treatment may be required, dra-
matically successful results have been obtained in some cases,2
and prolonged survival, or even complete recovery, is now
possible from a potentially fatal disease.
The same technique would be considerably more hazardous

in patients with very severe acute asthma, who may become
critically hypoxic if one lung is rendered functionless. In such
patients, however, a different method of bronchial lavage3
may be life saving when extensive bronchial obstruction by
mucous plugs or casts is preventing a patient from being
adequately ventilated and oxygenated despite intubation.
Volumes of 30 ml of saline (to a total of 500 ml) are squirted
down each main bronchus under intravenous anaesthesia and
then removed by suction through an aspirating tube. Numerous
casts can often be removed with subsequent relief of airways

obstruction. Good results have also been reported when this
technique has been used in patients-with intractable chronic
asthma resistant to corticosteroids.4

Such good results from pulmonary and bronchial lavage in
asthmatics and others have stimulated interest in its research
potential. Cytological, chemical, and histochemical in-
vestigations may all yield valuable data from bronchoalveolar
washings. Diagnostic lavage carried out by fibreoptic broncho-
scopy is relatively non-invasive and can provide information
about living cells, particularly the scavenging and secretory
activities of macrophages5 6; alveolar macrophage-lymphocyte
interaction7 8; and the effects on these processes of drugs such
as halothane9 and lignocaine,'0 and of noxious agents such as
bacterial endotoxins" and tobacco smoke.l2 Since serial samples
can be obtained bronchoalveolar lavage can be used not only to
assess the state of cellular and humoral lung defences against
inhaled allergens, bacteria, inorganic particles, and drugs, but
also, for example, to study the evolution of the pathological
changes resulting from cigarette smoking. Examination of
bronchoalveolar washings may eventually serve as a useful
adjunct, or even as an alternative, to lung biopsy in the diag-
nosis and management of certain types of diffuse pulmonary
disease, such as pneumoconiosis, sarcoidosis,13 and fibrosing
alveolitis.'3 14

Enthusiasm for the diagnostic and research potential of
bronchoalveolar lavage is now running high in academic
respiratory centres, and many of the references5-14 cited
in this article are to preliminary communications given at the
21st Aspen Lung Conference in 1978 and the Meeting of the
Thoracic Society in February 1979. The information is still
fragmentary and often confusing; but this new approach
to the investigation of normal and abnormal alveolar cellular
function may soon lead to major advances in our understanding
of the lung diseases.
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A critical time for diagnostic
imaging
No doctor can reasonably expect to spend a lifetime in clinical
work without adjusting-however reluctantly-to changes in
medical practice. Diagnostic imaging is more susceptible to
technical changes than are most specialties. The present rate
of change, with demand increasing faster than capacity and
with new imaging techniques maturing, is creating serious
problems.

Earlier this year a group of "critical radiologists," with
representatives of the Royal College of Radiologists, met in
Cambridge to discuss problems and solutions. The approach-
ing crisis essentially stems from the discrepancy between
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